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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS

SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Wednesday 13 July 1994 at Brown's Hotel (Albemarle Street,
London W1) at 4 p.m., the Society's Annual General
Meeting (which all members are entitled to attend);
followed by tea (booking forms are being sent to
members in the U.K.); followed at 5.30 for 6 p.m. by
John McGivering – a former Librarian to the Society
and Editor of A Kipling Dictionary – speaking on
" 'Wireless' " (collected in Traffics and Discoveries).

Wednesday 14 September 1994 at 5.30 for 6 p.m., at Brown's
Hotel, Mrs Cicely Palser Havely, who is Head of
Literature at the Open University, speaking on "A
Sahibs' War" (collected in Traffics and Discoveries).
The speaker, who describes herself as "an enormous
admirer of much of Kipling's work", will, among other
aspects of that story, be "concerned to scrutinise the
blanket label, 'imperialist', so often indiscriminately
applied to Kipling and his work".

Note: Arrangements for subsequent meetings, probably in
November 1994 and February and April 1995, are not yet
finalised; but members should take note of the next Annual
Luncheon date, now fixed for Wednesday 3 May 1995.
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"WITH HIS ARMS ROUND THE SKELETON'S PELVIS"
A drawing by Reginald Cleaver for "The Rout of the White Hussars" – from Plain
Tales from the Hills (1887) but, with this picture, also collected in Humorous Tales
(1931). The regiment's eighteen-year-old Drum-Horse, erroneously supposed to have
been shot, here makes a theatrical re-appearance at the verandah steps of the Officers'
Mess, with an enigmatic rider wired into the saddle. The rage of the choleric Colonel is
almost uncontrollable; here, with "his knee in the old Drum-Horse's stomach", he
"worries the thing off in a minute or two".
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SHOEING AN OX
A drawing by Lockwood Kipling, accompanying chapter VI, "Of Cows and Oxen", in
his Beast and Man in India (1891). Lockwood Kipling there recalled a childhood
memory of a blacksmith in a Yorkshire smithy boasting of having once "shod a bull"
– an animal which (the blacksmith had explained) "had to travel to fairs and shows and
was liable to become footsore. Much I silently marvelled, after the fashion of children
. . . for the bull I knew most intimately was a fearsome beast. . . [but] since then the
shoeing of oxen has grown familiar, for Indian cart bullocks, working on hard roads, are
usually s h o d . . . "
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EDITORIAL
THE ENDS OF THE EARTH
A friend took me as his guest to the Ends of the Earth Dinner, at
Claridge's, in May. I greatly enjoyed this: there was good company, a
superb dinner, and a sparkling speech by the principal guest, the Right
Honourable Alan Clark.
But what, you may wonder, was in it for this Editorial? The answer
is that the menu-cum-table-plan bore the following note:
The Ends of the Earth is an Anglo-American Dining Club
founded in New York in 1903 by Poultney Bigelow and Rudyard
Kipling, to commemorate the co-operation of Admiral
Chichester with Admiral Dewey at Manila in 1898 during the
Spanish-American War, and to promote better understanding
and joint action between Great Britain and the United States.
Now, Kipling did not himself go to New York in 1903: but that need
not invalidate the assertion above, which I see no reason to doubt.
What is of interest is Kipling's association with Bigelow in founding
an Anglo-American friendship club – one, moreover, specifically
linked with a certain dramatic episode in the two countries' naval
history. I hope I may hear from our readers, with some supplementary
information on this subject.
Members of the Ends of the Earth are very conscious of their
connection with Kipling, and of the derivation of their title from
' T h e Ballad of East and West'' –
But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed,
nor Birth,
When two strong men stand face to face, through they come
from the ends of the earth!
Poultney Bigelow (1855-1954) had an extraordinary career, as
lawyer, lecturer, writer, journalist and propagandist; a man who
combined the metropolitan tastes of an inveterate clubman in
London and New York with a marked proclivity for far-flung and
often dangerously adventurous travel in every continent. In the
Spanish-American War of 1898 he was a war correspondent for the
London Times and the New York Herald, and he visited the
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Philippines in that year – though whether he was present at the
sensational Battle of Manila Bay on 1 May, I am unsure.
Sensational it certainly was, in two regards. First, a squadron of the
recently modernised U.S. Navy, under command of Commodore
(later Admiral) George Dewey, quickly and utterly annihilated an
inferior Spanish fleet under Admiral Patricio Montojo. Second, the
action was significantly attended by warships of two other powers –
Germany, which in that war was strongly pro-Spanish; and Britain,
which alone in Europe was firmly pro-American. There was a real
possibility that the German ships might crucially intervene on the
Spanish side: but the possibility was eliminated by the pre-emptive
action of the British commander, Captain (later Rear-Admiral Sir
Edward) Chichester, who deployed his ships in such a manner that the
Germans could not have fired on the Americans without the risk of
hitting the British — a risk which in all the circumstances the German
commander, Vice-Admiral Otto von Diederichs, was sensibly
unprepared to take.
Or so the story went; it was widely accepted by commentators at the
time, and has its place in the historical record. However, more recent
historians – notably the Australian, R.G. Neale, in his Britain and
American Imperialism, 1898-1900 (University of Queensland, 1965) –
have played down this aspect of the Manila Bay engagement. They
claim that the British did not positively interpose themselves, and that
the Germans were anyway not minded to open fire. Yet the episode
was undoubtedly viewed by Americans at the time as gratifying proof
of practical support from the world's leading naval power.
The Chichester/Dewey "co-operation", as commemorated on the
Ends of the Earth menu, may have had an element of fortuitousness,
even of myth; but myth and related symbolism can be a potent force in
politics, and I have no doubt that whatever Chichester was perceived
to do in Manila Bay on 1 May 1898 was taken as symbolic of the
overall British attitude to the war.
In that connection I would cite Sir Robert Ensor's England:
1870-1914 (Oxford, 1936), where he discussed the dramatic
improvement in Anglo-American relations in 1898, and their recovery
from the trough of 1895 when they had been so gravely undermined by
mutual resentment over the Venezuela/British Guiana boundary
dispute, and by other causes of friction. Ensor wrote:
Anti-British tendencies in official America were largely overcome
. . . through the sympathy shown towards the United States by
Great Britain, alone among the European Powers, during the
Spanish-American war . . . The British attitude rendered
impossible a collective anti-American intervention, which might
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else have been started by Germany and would have been widely
popular on the Continent. There was a particular incident at
Manila . . . [etc]
It was to celebrate that "particular incident" that Kipling and Bigelow
founded the Ends of the Earth, a convivial association which,
ninety-odd years later, is manifestly still going strong.

OBITUARY NOTE: BRIGADIER F.E. STAFFORD, C.M.G., CB.E.
Frank Stafford's death on 19 April in his ninety-ninth year marks the
end of an epoch: he was our oldest member, and among our most
enthusiastic. Until a few years ago he was a regular attender at our
London meetings, and many of us will have happy recollections of his
humorous, alert and stylish personality. He served abroad in the
British Army in both World Wars, with distinction; but he was not a
professional soldier, and he deserves to be remembered as much for
his civilian talents – as an administrator, with strong financial
aptitude, in Iraq and Nigeria; and as a seconded Foreign Office
official despatched on special duties in north-east Africa, and engaged
in United Nations diplomacy in New York. He had early recollections
of the Boer War; he was in the Territorials before 1914; he lived to see
many of the institutions and assumptions with which he had grown up
swept away; but he never lost his positive and interested view of the
world, and he remained cheerful company at a very great age.

OBITUARY NOTE: Mrs SUSAN van DOORNINCK
Between September 1983 and March 1986 we published nine brief
articles headed "Stalky", derived in large part from General
Dunsterville's personal diaries and from family recollections most
helpfully supplied by his then surviving son and daughter.
The daughter (who outlived her brother) was Susan van Doorninck;
on 25 March she died, in her nineties, at her home in Wales. I never
met her, but have pleasant memories of many dealings with her, by
post and telephone, particularly over the diaries, of which she was the
custodian; she was punctiliously courteous and obliging. Her death
removes our last direct link, affectionate yet always objective, with her
remarkable father. •
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ANNUAL LUNCHEON, 1994
The Kipling Society's Annual Luncheon, on 4 May 1994, was once
again successfully held at the Royal Over-Seas League in Park Place,
London. The occasion was, as always, greatly enjoyed by a
well-assorted company of members and guests, including: –
Brigadier R.J. Baddeley; Mrs S. Baddeley; Mr L. Baldwin; Mr B.J. Bolt; Mrs G.J. Bolt;
Mr F.H. Brightman; Mrs J. Brightman; Mrs E.H. Brock; Dr M.G. Brock; Mrs B.
Caseley Dickson; Mrs J.W. Clayton; Mr S.J. Clayton; Canon A.A. Coldwells; Professor
P. Coustillas; Mrs H. Coustillas; Mr R.J.W. Craig; Sir Ian Critchett; Lady Critchett; Ms
E. Deacon; Mr J. Debenham Taylor; Miss H. Dorey; Mr N.L. Entract; Mr P. Gauchet;
Miss R. Gilbert; Mrs W.H. Greenwood; Mr D. Guild; Mr J. Gunn; Mrs J. Gunn; Dr
F.M. Hall; Mrs V. Hall; Mr A.N. Hollis; Mrs E. Hollis; Mr R.W. Horrell; Mr M.W.R.
Lamb; Mr Richard Lancelyn Green; Dr J.D. Lewins; Mrs B. Lewis; Mrs L.A.F. Lewis;
Mr P.H.T. Lewis; Mrs A.W. Lister; Miss E.B.W. Luke; Mr J.A. McGuirk; Mr J.
MacManus; Mrs A. Miller; Mr R.L. Miller; Mr F.P.W. Moor; Mrs I. Moor; Mr R.C.O.
O'Hagan; Sir Derek Oulton; Mrs D.E. Pharaon; Mr G.C.G. Philo; Ms L.A.C. Price; Mrs
T. Schreiber; Dr G. Sheehan; Mrs A.J. Smith; Mr J.W.M. Smith; Miss S. Steel; Ms J.
Strawbridge; Miss P.W. Thomas; Mrs EM. Wade; Mr S. Wade; Mr G.L. Wallace; Mr
G.H. Webb; Mrs J. Webb.

When the company were assembled in the India & Pakistan Room,
and before the luncheon itself began, the Chairman (Mr Michael
Smith) welcomed all members present, and their guests, and
announced some 'apologies' received from members unable to
attend: –
Mr G.V. Coles; Sir Geoffrey Ellerton; Mr Alun Evans; Mrs E.J. Galyer; Mr Mick
Grainger; Mr Michael James; Mr John McGivering; Mr Geoffrey Plowden; Mr Wilfred
Thesiger; Major-General Charles Vyvyan.

He then called on the Reverend Canon Coldwells to say Grace; and the
Canon complied, with ' T h e Prayer" (the epigraph that heads chapter
XIV of Kim) –
My brother kneels (so saith Kabir)
To stone and brass in heathen wise,
But in my brother's voice I hear
My own unanswered agonies.
His God is as his Fates assign —
His prayer is all the world's – and mine.
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After the Loyal Toast, the Chairman spoke briefly about the healthy
state of the Society; paid tribute to the hard work done by the
members of his Council, especially the office-bearers; and referred to
the Society's current programme of activities – particularly an
impending event, the inauguration on 11 June of a 'Kipling Room' at
The Grange, Rottingdean, in collaboration with the Rottingdean
Preservation Society.
He then welcomed the Guest of Honour and Madame Coustillas,
and said what pleasure it gave the Society to meet so accomplished a
scholar – one who had a well-earned reputation for his masterly
renderings of major English writers into French, and who was
currently engaged, with his team, in producing a first-class new
translation of Kipling's works. [For further details see pages 9-13 and
37-39 of our issue of June 1993. – Ed]
The Chairman said that precisely sixty years earlier, in 1934, the
Society had been addressed by another distinguished Frenchman,
Emile Herzog – better known as André Maurois. French perceptions
of Kipling were always of great interest, and members were looking
forward eagerly to what Professor Pierre Coustillas, doyen of French
translators, would have to say.

ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR PIERRE COUSTILLAS

Mr Chairman, Mr President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Let me first say how sensible I am of the honour you have conferred
upon me by inviting me to be among you all today; how grateful
I am to Michael Smith in his capacity as Chairman, for his
generous appreciation of my work and activities. In the course of my
academic career I have been busy with a number of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century writers; I have been working in such fields as
biography, criticism, bibliography and topography, but the most part
of my time as a scholar has been devoted to editing and translating.
When you work in a foreign domain, your mission is by definition
that of an interpreter, of a mediator, of a cultural go-between; and it is
in this light that I wish to appear to you today.
Never before have I had the opportunity to discuss the difficulties I
have come across while translating the dozen volumes to which my
name is somehow attached. Nor is this a matter for surprise. An
individual between two worlds, the translator lives in the shade; once
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he has made an appearance in small print on the title-page of the
volume he has translated, he becomes largely invisible. Reviewers
generally ignore him – the Editor of the Kipling Journal is a shining
exception. The translator has been hard at work but, if he is praised or
blamed at all, it is as a rule in such general terms that he can hardly
respond to criticism of his performance except in private
correspondence.
Indeed he is bound to be discreet, and can hold profitable discourse
only with his peers. Those of his fellow-countrymen who can read the
original text have no use for him – happy creatures! – and his
readers, however grateful they may be, can only dimly assess his
capabilities as a linguistic mediator. A translation that reads well is not
necessarily a faithful one.
Fortunately nowadays the general reader is no longer put off by the
sight of footnotes and endnotes; and it is a good thing that publishers
of serious literature welcome, indeed often invite, editorial
elucidations. In a footnote the translator can show that he is aware of
what he is doing; he can help a little even his most knowledgable
reader; occasionally he can also express his own intellectual despair, or
at least groan at the malignity of matter. Believe me, linguistically and
culturally, the English Channel is broader than it looks.
I have found translating Rudyard Kipling's fiction a stimulating
task because of its permanent challenge to the translator, a challenge
not invariably acknowledged. No one, I fear, has ever been wider of
the mark in assessing the pains of Kipling's French translators than
the otherwise distinguished critic W.L. Renwick, who observed in his
obituary lecture in 1936 that Kipling's prose translates directly into
French. Such a startling statement can only be excused by an
inadequate knowledge of French, or an over-generous opinion of the
work of some genial but only moderately competent pioneers.
The truth is that Kipling's English is so highly idiosyncratic that it
almost constantly demands the full exertion of the translator's
inventiveness and ingenuity. The only exceptions I have come across
are the early chapters of The Jungle Book and that now little-read but
valuable narrative, France at War, in which Kipling is stylistically at his
most sober.
The range of his vocabulary is daunting. It testifies to his culture; to
the variety of his experiences, geographical, racial, professional; to his
familiarity with the historical, artistic and literary heritage of his
country; to his capacity to listen to what people of different walks of
life had to tell him about their lives; and to his ability to reproduce
their speech in a graphic manner. Like all true literary artists, he was in
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love with words, and tapped all the resources of the English language,
travelling mentally in both time and space, with consequences that
occasionally defy the translator. The extremest example is doubtless
that of the late story, "Proofs of Holy Writ" [1934; collected in
Stories & Poems, Dent, 1970], which would hardly be translatable into
any language without keeping in the translation the English words of
both the Authorised and the Coverdale versions of the Bible, and
adding an array of notes to make the whole thing understandable to
the foreign reader.
Equally characteristic is his conscious use of archaisms of which
there may or may not be equivalents in French. And if you are lucky
enough to solve the problem to your satisfaction, how are you to get
out of the lurch in a story like ' 'An Error in the Fourth Dimension' '
[The Day's Work], when part of the fun derives from the collision of
two varieties of English? You think of turning to French Canadian;
but more often than not the two varieties of French offer no difference
equivalent to that with which you are confronted. The dangers of
'translationese' then loom large on your blank page. The Italian
proverb, 'traduttore, traditore' becomes a haunting mental presence.
The worst pitfalls are of course the unsuspected ones. Inadequate
knowledge may prove more treacherous than sheer ignorance, with its
potentially stimulating incentive (in the conscientious translator,
anyway) to remedy it.
A comic illustration of this was brought accidentally to my notice a
year ago, when a cultured French reader, who happened to have on his
shelves an old translation of a story in The Day's Work, was disturbed
by the wording offered by one of my collaborators, and wrote to me
for enlightenment. Why, he asked, had the early translator written
matelot (sailor), when the latter-day one had opted for terrassier
(digger)? Well, it turned out, alas, that the word navvy, in the old
translation, had been confused with navy!
A subtler example was offered by the noun kill, in "The Tomb of
his Ancestors" [The Day's Work], which Kipling employed with the
sense of "animal used as a bait, in hunting beasts of prey" – a sense
belatedly recorded in a supplement to the Oxford English Dictionary
— and not in the much commoner sense of ' 'act of killing an animal
hunted as game". In the present case a mistaken translation deprived
the text of all meaning.
More vicious proved the special meaning of the word cantonment in
an Indian context, that is a permanent, not a temporary, military
station. Here the problem was that in French cantonnement can only
be used for a place of lodging assigned to a section of a force when
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cantoned out; so only caserne or casernement, that is barracks, could
be used when Kipling meant permanent quarters.
Sometimes, one of the two languages being richer than the other,
vital decisions may prove difficult to make. For instance we read in
chapter X of Kim: "I will hire a room by the gateway, and thou shalt
be my accountant. There is a good lock to the door." Now it happens
that in French we use the same word, porte, for gateway and for door.
For the first term, one can only solve the problem, I think, by referring
to the entrance in the city walls.
Conversely, the French language may make a sharp distinction
where the English language makes none. A significant instance of this
occurs near the end of chapter VIII of Kim, where Mahbub Ali tells
Kim that Lurgan Sahib has a shop among the European shops,
adding, "All Simla knows it" – which, in the context, does not mean
that everybody is aware of the fact, but that everybody knows the
shop. So we have to say, not tout le monde le sait, but tout le monde la
connaît: anyone will be able to tell Kim where the shop is.
We also occasionally meet the necessity of being more specific than
Kipling, as is the case with the word 'subaltern' which, in theory, may
mean either Lieutenant or Second Lieutenant; but the French word
subalterne, when applied to an officer, may mean either Captain or
Lieutenant or Second Lieutenant. So, since Kipling in "Only a
Subaltern" [Wee Willie Winkie] means a very young officer still
lacking in experience, we had to opt for sous-lieutenant, and entitle
the story "Simple sous-lieutenant", that is literally "a mere Second
Lieutenant".
It may also happen – though very rarely indeed – that an original
phrasing verges on the tautological; and invariably the same question
of principle is raised – must Kipling be slavishly followed? The
answer to the question is that any clumsiness that the French reader
cannot reasonably regard as a character's linguistic idiosyncrasy is
viewed by him as an instance of bad translation.
If such situations never occur in dialogues, dialogues are
nonetheless a source of greater problems than the average passage of
narrative or descriptive prose. Take the case of the 'soldiers three'.
Substituting three sharply differentiated forms of dialectal French for
the three brands of English spoken by Ortheris, Learoyd and
Mulvaney would have been arbitrary. We had to be content with a
French rendering that took into account a variety of considerations
such as the flavour of the vocabulary, the unconventional syntax, the
cadence of the delivery – with the possibility of using clipped forms
like those commonly found in Georges Courteline, that satirist of
professional life, or Henri Barbusse in his masterly novel of life in the
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trenches, Under Fire.
Slang, more than merely colloquial language, is apt to be tricky
when translating an author like Kipling whose career began over a
hundred years ago, because of the anachronisms one may unwittingly
commit. Some recent French translations of Captains Courageous,
Kim and the Jungle Books disregard this aspect of things, with the
consequence that Kipling looks rather crudely revamped in foreign
garb. Traduttore, traditore!
Checking the first recorded use of a word or phrase in the French
equivalent of the Oxford English Dictionary is more often than not
profitable; off and on a chastening experience too, when you discover
that a sense you thought as old as the hills did not appear until after
the turn of the century. The O.E.D. itself has often proved invaluable;
not infrequently has a somewhat elusive sense of a word been
illustrated by the very example from Kipling which taxed your mental
powers.
Still, there is room for progress in the new edition in preparation;
and room for some senses – like that of "language", in the sentence,
"Kim instead of retaliating, did not even use language", or of "to oil
one's tongue" – that would be worth recording. So the call for
research materials for the O.E.D., in the latest Kipling Journal, should
not go unheeded, even by his translators.
In this catalogue of the obstacles my colleagues and I had to
overcome, there have been a good many that no specific work can help
one to clear. If, as a rule, the choice between tu and vous consisted in
following natural usage (easy enough for the three soldiers, or for
members of a family addressing one another), there were cases,
notably in Kim, when the factors involved were so complex that one
felt bogged in a morass of subjectivity.
Similarly, any transposition of a biblical quotation is ticklish, in
that a modern version, if more faithful to the original, may be less
poetic than the English Authorised Version that Kipling is echoing. So
it is all very well to be told as we were by the powers that be (some
person at the headquarters of the Editions Gallimard in Paris), to feel
free to use this or that French biblical translation we happen to have
on our shelves, only we must stick to it throughout the translation of
one particular title. In practice – because we cannot ignore the
requirements of sentence pattern and rhythm, and the linguistic
environment – we must juggle with criteria that make all
preconceived, logical, well-meant rules thoroughly impracticable.
It is perhaps no wonder that a nineteenth-century French
translation of the Bible proves more serviceable – linguistically, I
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mean – than more recent versions. It has the colour of the period;
and this is something of an obsession with me as a translator – as is
the tempo of Kipling's sentences in their French livery.
My colleague who translated Plain Tales from the Hills promptly
realised that Kipling's syntax, with its copious use of the conjunction
'and', had to be made suitable for French ears. A semi-colon was often
enough an acceptable substitute for 'and', that did not suggest that
Kipling was vying with the cadences of the epic account of
Charlemagne's nephew Roland.
Memorable difficulties are those relating to gender. In the famous
story about the locomotives [".007" in The Day's Work] – male
creatures belonging to a Lodge – the handicap was that of the
grammatical gender of locomotive, a feminine word in French.
Fortunately, though few, female Masonic Lodges are known to have
existed; and that helped to solve the problem.
There was a worse case: that of Bagheera in the Mowgli cycle. All
our predecessors in the motley field of Kipling translation had chosen
to make Bagheera a female, because panthère is a feminine word in
French – an absurd situation in the eyes of any English reader, as it is
obvious that Mowgli's three mentors are male animals. Bagheera does
behave like a male, notably in spring; and traditionally the passage
concerned has been adapted rather than translated in French versions.
Readers in my native country have occasionally wondered at the
oddity of Bagheera's conduct in the text they were given to read.
So the time had come for a radical revision of a persistent error; and
my collaborator and I were naturally determined to do our duty;
when, lo and behold, our publishers objected! We were commanded
to use the feminine for Bagheera – suivre le genre grammatical – but
we flatly refused to yield. No publisher has ever had, or will ever have,
the power to change the sex of animals for purely grammatical
reasons. The battle was a fierce one, but absurdity eventually
capitulated – with a sore back. We used the pronoun il and
introduced such masculine words as animal and fauve whenever
necessary; and all in all we managed to give a masculine picture of
Bagheera. You can imagine how sweet to my ears was the remark
made by a reviewer on the French radio, that if we are to understand
The Jungle Book we must realise that Bagheera is a male.
Puns do not generate quarrels – at most, headaches! Early
capitulation in this field is common enough, but this may be quite
unnecessary. At least some puns – I venture to say – have been
preserved in a respectable form in the eleven Kipling titles collected in
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volumes I and II of the Pléiade series. Where, in "Through the Fire"
[Life's Handicap], Kipling wrote: " 'Be quick,' said Athira; and Suket
Singh was quick; but Athira was quick no longer," we have printed:
" 'Dépêche-toi,' dit Athira; Suket Singh se dépêcha et elle fut aussitôt
dépêchée dans l'autre monde."
And where Kipling in "Reingelder and the German Flag" [Life's
Handicap] has a pun on the poison-sac of the snake and the verb "to
sack", we have in French: "Sa morsure sera fotre mort sûre," that is,
"His bite will mean your death for sure."
But of course we had to acknowledge ourselves beaten right from
the first with the title Plain Tales from the Hills. The double meaning
of Plain has vanished altogether from the translation – Simples
contes des Montagnes. Besides, it would not have done to keep
Collines, used by other translators, in stories set not so far from the
so-called Roof of the World!
To conclude, I think that translating Kipling is first a linguistic
exercise – a formidable one because of the exceptionally wide range
of his language or languages, so various on account of the very
diversity of his characters and of the foreign words that he introduced,
mainly into his early narratives; a formidable exercise as well because
of the frequent obliquity of his approach to reality, which the
translator is bound to take into account.
But translating Kipling is also a cultural exercise — it means
becoming familiar with a front-rank artistic personality in the history
of English literature, who distinctly broadened the sphere of what his
predecessors in the art of fiction had regarded as material suitable for
artistic treatment. To the best of my knowledge, no writer before him
had given literary shape to so many branches of human activity. His
originality is many-faceted, and the translator — perhaps even more
than English or American readers and scholars, who have their native
language in common with Kipling – has permanently renewed
opportunities of convincing himself of this basic fact.
For decades, at every Luncheon since his death, his memory has
been toasted as a tribute to his unfading genius; and I hope the
tradition will be carried on for many a long year. Let us take one more
step towards the twenty-first century, which will doubtless see his
position as a major artistic figure further consolidated. I invite you to
join with me in drinking, in that spirit of homage and gratitude, to
Rudyard Kipling!
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VOTE OF THANKS BY THE SOCIETY'S PRESIDENT,
DR MICHAEL BROCK

It is a truly pleasant duty to express our most grateful thanks to
Professor Coustillas for his fascinating talk; and to express our
admiration for his work in master-minding this magnificent new
French translation of Kipling's prose writings – admiration
sharpened in my case by my own incompetence as a modern linguist.
In our shrunken world, the translator has a key role.
We on this side of the Channel may take pride in the fact that
Professor Coustillas and his team have found the Oxford English
Dictionary to be valuable. This great work took some time to produce
– the file on the word 'concupiscence' is said to have been mislaid for
seventeen years – but it must surely rank by now as one of my
University's better exports.
Those of us who have attempted any editing can assure the
Professor that we have had almost as many difficulties with publishers
as he has.
I came to appreciate the importance of a translation which would
convey the nuances of the original when I served, some years ago,
under Sir Isaiah Berlin. He has, among all his other aptitudes and
attainments, a complete command of Russian. He assured me that the
subtle flavour of the greatest Russian works – of Chekhov's plays,
for instance – could be wholly lost through inadequate translation.
On a rather lower level, the infelicities of the official interpreter are
notorious. A British delegation to China, a year or two ago, were
surprised when the interpreter introduced the Permanent Secretary of
a department as 'the Everlasting Typist'; and on another occasion
announced, as the plane touched down, "Here is Shanghai, and you
are welcome to it."
May I then, on your behalf, place on record how grateful we are to
Professor and Madame Coustillas for coming from France to be with
us today. We owe them great gratitude, not only for the enlightenment
provided just now, but still more for their splendid contribution
towards making Rudyard Kipling's works accessible within the
country which he held in such high regard.
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'UNCLE CROM'
KIPLING'S FRIENDSHIP WITH CORMELL PRICE – Part Two
by LORRAINE PRICE

[Part I of this two-part article was published in our issue of March 1994, and generated
much interest among our readers. In it Lorraine Price, granddaughter of Kipling's
revered headmaster, Cormell Price, traced the close, friendly and influential relationship
between Kipling and his 'Uncle Crom' from Kipling's childhood through to 1897. In
Part II, she carries the story on to Price's death in Rottingdean in 1910.
Again, we are beholden to the National Trust's Publishing Administrator for
permission to reproduce such unpublished material, in the form of Kipling letters, as
pertains to the Kipling Estate. We are also grateful to Mrs Mary Oliphant,
great-granddaughter of Edward and Georgiana Burne-Jones, for permission to
reproduce extracts from the unpublished letters from Georgiana Burne-Jones to Cormell
Price. – Ed]

In June 1897, at the Burne-Joneses' suggestion, the Kiplings moved
from Torquay, where they had never managed to settle, to
Rottingdean. Their son John was born at North End House in August
of that year; the family moved into their new home, The Elms, in
September. It was from Rottingdean that Kipling wrote to my
grandfather on 8 September:
Please get me G.C. Beresford's address! The notion of the Coll.
tales has expanded under my hand and I have done two or three
which I hope will make you laugh. It's a long time since the
average British schoolboy has been tackled and I purpose to try.
Not that the old Coll. was in any way normal but I'd like to leave
some record of it.
On 16 October Crom went to Rottingdean. He must have looked
forward greatly to the visit since it gave him the opportunity to see his
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dear friends, Ned and Georgie Burne-Jones, who lived just across the
Green from Kipling. In his diary for that day, he wrote:
To Rottingdean. Met Cockerell at Brighton. Went together to see
Ned's early triptych at
Church [sic: this was St Paul's,
West Street]. Met Georgie with Miss Ridsdale in the street at
Rottingdean. Ruddy shortly over and took me to the Elms to see
his wife and kids – a jolly evening in The Mermaid – where
after much bantering chat R.K. read a school-tale, the 'Escape',
in which happily I am a respectable figure.
A word of explanation here. Sydney Cockerell had for three years been
employed as Secretary to the Kelmscott Press, founded by
Burne-Jones's and Price's friend, William Morris. As for the
"Escape" tale, Lisa Lewis has kindly suggested to me that this became
" 'In Ambush' ", the first story of Stalky & Co.: in it, after
administering six of the best to Beetle (alias Kipling) and his friends
for trespassing on the land of a local military man, the Head's
subsequent behaviour defies expectation:
" . . . And that reminds me. There are a pile of paper-backs on
that shelf. You can borrow them if you put them back. I don't
think they'll take any harm from being read in the open. They
smell of tobacco rather. You will go to prep. this evening as usual.
Good-night," said that amazing man.
"Good-night, and thank you, sir."
"I swear I'll pray for the Head to-night," said Beetle. "Those
last two cuts were just flicks on my collar. There's a Monte Cristo
in that lower shelf. I saw i t . . ."
"Dearr man!" said M'Turk. "No gating. No impots. No
beastly questions. All settled . . . "
Crom's diary entry for the second day of his visit to Rottingdean
states:
A delightful morning. J.M. Barrie and his wife called. Walked
with R.K. and Cockerell on the Downs, turning back to meet Ned
and Georgie in the evening. R.K. came in and we rollicked in the
'Merry Mermaid'.
It is interesting to compare this version of events with that provided
by Sydney Cockerell, who described the episode in an article for The
Times many years later [7 March 1938], quoted by Roger Lancelyn
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Green in his Kipling and the Children [Elek Books, 1965]. According
to Cockerell:
On the evening of our arrival Kipling, with whom we had all
enjoyed a walk over the downs in the afternoon, brought from his
house across the way some chapters of the then unfinished Stalky
& Co. and read them out with great gusto, turning again and
again to Cormell Price with the question, "Do you remember
that, Sir?" When we were alone I asked Price how many of the
schoolboy pranks about which he had been appealed to he had
actually remembered. His answer was, "Kipling remembers many
things that I have forgotten, and I remember some things that he
would like me to forget!" Long afterwards I repeated these words
to Kipling, whose smiling comment was: "Yes, the dear fellow
never gave me away."
The last letter on this theme seems to have been one written by
Kipling on 4 January 1899, before his ill-fated trip to America which
resulted in the death of his daughter, Josephine:
When the Schoolboy tales come out I'm going to dedicate the
book to you and it will cover (incidentally) the whole question of
modern education. Ordained headmasters and people of the
Weldon and Farrar types will weep and howl at it: but we of the
genuine congregation will approve. I get the wildest sort of letters
from school-masters, denying or confirming my simple
narratives.
(The Right Reverend J.E.C. Welldon [sic], 1854-1937, was at that time
Bishop of Calcutta; he had been Headmaster of Harrow, and among
the many books he wrote was Sermons Preached to Harrow Boys. The
Very Reverend F.W. Farrar, 1831-1903, at that time Dean of
Canterbury, had been Headmaster of Marlborough; in 1858 he had
written Eric, Or Little by Little, in 1862 St. Winifred's, Or The World
of School, school stories with a moralistic view of childhood, which
provoked a strong reaction in Kipling; in October 1899 Farrar wrote to
Kipling reproaching him for putting into Stalky & Co. derisive
references to those sanctimonious books.)

By this time Price himself had a son, my father, Teddy Price, born on
28 February 1898 – 'out of his generation', as he used to describe
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himself. My grandmother was Sarah Hopper, who had been Crom's
housekeeper during the Westward Ho! years. She and Crom got
married in 1895, following his retirement from the United Services
College. At the time of their wedding, he was sixty, and she was
thirty-two. They called their son Edward William, after Crom's
friends, Edward Burne-Jones and William Morris.
We know that Crom visited Rottingdean again in June 1898, after
the sudden death of Burne-Jones, to keep vigil with Kipling and others
over his friend's ashes, which had been taken from London to the
church there. It must have been a severe loss to bear, following so soon
after the death of his other contemporary and friend, William Morris,
two years before.
Burne-Jones's widow too, Georgiana, felt herself much alone, and
became more dependent on the support of her nephew, Kipling, living
across the Green. However, despite the very real affection that existed
between them, Georgie found herself increasingly out of step
politically with Kipling, in particular over the Boer War; so much so
that on 11 December 1900 she wrote to her old friend, Crom Price:
Ruddy and his family started for Cape Town in good condition
on Saturday . . . Never a word have any of us exchanged about
this hideous war – we know so well how about it "the heart's
division divideth u s " – for which I deeply mourn. Personally I
love them more and more as time goes on though — such are the
complexities of life.
Crom remained Georgie's confidant on this theme for some time.
On 18 November 1901 she wrote to him:
Ruddy sails for Cape Town towards the end of next month, and
they seem quite happy at the prospect! O for a tongue to speak to
him once, honestly, quietly, lovingly – but no opportunity has
yet presented itself – or I been ready if it has . . . Isn't 'Kim'
good? But I don't think its writer quite knows what is his best
work when he does i t . . . He is dearer than ever meanwhile . . .
Again on 21 December 1901 she wrote in the same vein:
The Ruddies left for the Cape at 8 o'clock this morning. He looks
a great deal aged this year, to my eye, but is as loving as ever. O
that he loved all his fellow men enough to give them their own
place in the world! We never mention the war — and he must feel
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the gap this means just as much as I do – but somehow we go on
caring more for each other personally, quite steadily. It is a
strange world.
It would be interesting to know what counsel Crom was able to offer
in his reply.

After moving in 1902 to his new home, Bateman's, Kipling continued
to keep in touch with his old headmaster; and in 1907 Crom and his
wife and children enjoyed a family holiday together there.
In the autumn of 1909, when Crom was already ill with throat
cancer, he wrote two important letters – each inscribed, 'keep this' –
to his son Teddy, who was by this time aged eleven and at Christ's
Hospital Bluecoat School, Horsham:
October 30, '09
I've been sorting some letters and papers that concern "Uncle
Ruddy". I suppose you know that when he was 15 years old he
was editor of the newspaper at my old school – "The United
Services College Chronicle" – this was 28 years ago. The
numbers that he edited contain several of his contributions, some
of them full of fun – they are still valuable in the book-market,
because only about 6 complete copies exist, of which there are
two in my 'Kipling box'. One of these ought always to be kept, for
you may be the proud possessor of it some day. In the same box
are many letters, one of which he wrote to you when you were
8 years younger! This you should esteem as very precious. There
is also a copy of "Stalky & C o " which he sent to me, and which
should be yours some day. Bear all these things in your memory.
When Christmas comes we will look through the box and have a
good lot of reading out of it. Keep this letter, dear laddie.
November 24, '09
I am gradually putting our lumber in order, getting rid of a lot of
old letters and other things of no interest to anyone but myself
and no longer of much interest to me. There is one box in the
spare room which contains many letters concerning Uncle Ruddy.
These I must not destroy – they are precious. The same box
contains the "Oxford and Cambridge Magazine", printed in
1856, that is, 53 years ago! This volume is now most rare. I don't
suppose there are a dozen copies in existence. What makes it so
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valuable is that it contains the earliest poems of Mr Morris,
besides tales of Auntie Georgie, Sir Edward Burne-Jones (who as
you know was her husband and my dearest friend, from whom
your Christian name) and contributions from other dear and
famous men – as they grew to be – college friends mostly of
your father. This book will be yours some day, and you must
cherish it as well as read it. I gave you some information about
the Kipling papers in the box in a former letter – you know that
Uncle Ruddy is Aunt Georgie's nephew; they are related to us
only by 'adoption' – I always regard Aunt Georgie as my sister.
The letter that Kipling had written to my father when he was aged
two is as follows – dated July 24 1900, from The Elms:
Honoured Sir
Me having known your Par some years back and rather intimate
though it never actually came so far as a licking but which was
done once or twice by a man called Belly and I hated him
dreadful particular and learning that you have come along and
grown up and are 'beating a drum in the landscape' which is best
done out of hearing of the grown ups I make bold to approach
your Innocence which you will not keep long anyhow unless you
were as nicely behaved as me and send you the Enclosed for
yourself and to be used in Riotous living and at your Club and all
those places which you will know more about when you get worse
instead of better. Not till quite recent I got your names (Xtian)
both them which come straight to my heart and considering cups
is absurd besides you spills 'em down your stomach the outside
way and bang them on the floor as I have seen with my son and
take it others are similar except when the Parent is actual coaxing
them to look decent which I dont and thought this other was best
and beg to remain
Lovingly yours
Rudyard Kipling
P.S. Your Pa and me grew up together.
P.P.S. Your Par done some of his growing before me but I done
most of mine before him. You will find him a nice Parson.

In the spring of 1910, by this time terminally ill, Crom returned to

'CROM' AND HIS FAMILY IN ABOUT 1906
Lorraine Price's father, Teddy, is standing in front of his father, Cormell; her aunt
Dorothy (now in Washington D.C.) is seated on the lap of her mother, Sarah; the other
boy is a cousin, Dudley Hanson. Taken at Hill Farm, Minster Lovell, Oxfordshire.
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Rottingdean. Since Burne-Jones's death twelve years earlier, Georgie
and my grandfather had remained very close, corresponding regularly,
clearly deeply concerned for each other's welfare. Now Georgie
wanted to give him and his family the opportunity to be among loved
ones as his life drew to a close. She was able to arrange for them all to
stay in a rented house near her in Rottingdean.
On 5 April, shortly before he left his home in Rudgwick, West
Sussex, for Rottingdean, she wrote to tell him:
Ruddy and Carrie and Elsie have just been here – come to fetch
John from school. So full of affectionate questioning about you,
and Ruddy bargains to know when you can see him, and he will
motor over to look at you.
The following day, Crom wrote in his diary:
Went by motor to Fairhaven, Rottingdean, which G B-J and Co
have taken furnished for us for 3 months . . . Teddy's holidays
began same day, so he started with us. The arrangements on our
arrival were found to be perfect, thanks to G B-J. What bliss to be
here!
He died on 4 May 1910, and was buried in Rottingdean Churchyard.
The last letter he had received from Kipling is dated 27 April:
Dear Uncle Crommy,
Teddy's postcard about the Pipe of peace – which it looks
more like a piece of plumbing – came in this morn. I don't
expect it is much of a thing but, anyhow, it is something to play
with. Myself I love fizzing and steaming and fuming knicknacks
of that sort.
I hope – indeed I must come over on May 4 to take John to
school. The luxurious young dog whisks over in a motor –
"Quantum motortus ab Mo*, half third single to Bideford
please." You know of course that the old ticket collector at Exeter
station is still to the fore: I saw him last year when I took John
down to Plymouth and duly introduced John to him.
Have just returned from a bitter cold visit to a friend's
children at East Grinstead. The boy aged nine and three quarters

* This is a pun on a well known phrase from Vergil, "quantum mutatus ab illo .
literally "how much changed from that. . ." (Aeneid, Book 2, line 274).
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is going on Friday for the first time to one of those extra-special
nickel-plated morocco-padded preparatory schools which are run
in a soulful and conscientious way – with bills to correspond.
John and Elsie we left with the children and I fancy, from a
certain look in John's eye, that he will tell that Kid a few things
about Schools. But I confess these highly select confections of
scholastic establishments of from 18 to 27 boys do not much
attract me. One black sheep in a big flock may meet a blacker
and so be butted into decency; but among only a score or so
contagion spreads. Apropos, did you know that at Winchester
there is a water-pipe on a house wall down which, for countless
generations, boys had slidden after dark and so visited the town?
Lord knows, you and I, my dear, would climb up that pipe sooner
than spend a furtive evening in a small provincial town after
dusk: but it is attractive to the young and – though I presume
the bulk of the Winchester masters are old Wykehamists – that
pipe is, has been and will be a hoary fixture! My soul is getting
hot within me, as John grows older, and I fear I may end my days
as a raving educationalist.
Mother and Father come down on May 1st, with Trix, for a
week's visit. I only hope this weather will try and behave. Sleet,
snow and hail was our portion today, but looking over to you,
from Crowboro, I saw that for most of the day the sun seemed to
be shining on you. How can one do aught but lie in bed such
days? Are there any books you'd care to play with? Or
magazines? I can send you over some perfectly rotten ones. Give
orders and it shall be done. State clearly if you wish I should write
again and how much of my fist you can stand without loss of
spirits and vitality. (Time allowed for answer several days.)
Ever lovingly your
Ruddy
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RUDYARD KIPLING AND
WILLIAM NICHOLSON
by PETER MERRY

[Our issue of March 1994 included an article on "Kipling and Golf", which ended (on
pages 26-27) with references to Kipling's partnership with the artist William (later Sir
William) Nicholson (1872-1949), in the joint production of an unusual book, An
Almanac of twelve Sports – a calendar with month-by-month pictures by Nicholson,
accompanied by verses by Kipling.
This prompted Peter Merry, a member of the Society's Council, to submit an account
of the Kipling/Nicholson relationship; I readily accepted it, and it appears below.
Incidentally, Peter Merry is himself an accomplished artist. One of his very useful
sketches, derived from an excessively faded photograph, was reproduced at page 35 of
our December 1993 issue; another will be found at page 60 of the present issue. – Ed.]

The lives of Rudyard Kipling and of the artist William Nicholson only
coincided in a significant way for a week or two in the summer of
1897. Nonetheless the story is worth telling, I believe, because it
produced two items – a picture and a book – of interest to Kipling
enthusiasts.
Kipling in 1897, at the age of thirty-one, was at the height of his
powers, one of the most famous men in the English-speaking world.
Nicholson, seven years younger, was an ambitious but as yet largely
unrecognised artist. His main claim to fame was as one half (the other
half being his brother-in-law, James Pryde) of 'The Beggarstaffs', who
had produced innovatory, but largely unused, poster designs.
However, Nicholson had recently had a stroke of luck: James
M'Neill Whistler had seen one of his prints, liked it, and
recommended him to the publisher William Heinemann. The
illustrations that Nicholson would make for Heinemann in the years
either side of the turn of the century, mostly using the technique of
woodcut, would establish the artist's reputation and career.
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One of the earliest in this series of commissions was for woodcut
portraits of contemporary notables, to be used as supplements to the
New Review, one of the periodicals in the Heinemann stable. The first
was a famous depiction of the aged Queen Victoria shuffling round
the gardens of Kensington Palace with her Aberdeen terrier, and
looking (in Marguerite Steen's words) like an animated tea-cosy. Other
portraits were to be of Whistler, Sarah Bernhardt, Prince Bismarck,
Lord Roberts, Cecil Rhodes and – need I say – Rudyard Kipling.
Kipling had returned from Vermont the previous year with his
American wife Carrie, and was now living in Rottingdean at North
End House, the country home of his uncle and aunt the BurneJoneses, while he looked for a place of his own: he would find it a
month or two later in The Elms, across the Green. Thus Nicholson
made appointments for the sittings, and took lodgings in Rottingdean
with his wife Mabel and their three-year-old son Ben (the same, of
course, whose fame as an artist would eventually exceed his father's).
The first meeting of writer and artist has been engagingly described
by Marguerite Steen in her biography of Nicholson [Collins, 1943]
which, since the two were living together at the time, may be assumed
to reflect Nicholson's memory of events –
On his arrival William had occasion to go into the local chemists,
in whose shop was the as yet not very common public call box.
Waiting for his order, William was entertained by the loud,
resentful trumpetings of a male voice. The speaker was evidently
trying to hire a carriage from Brighton; with no effect, for he
presently burst out of the box exclaiming "My God! One might
be asking for a nickel-plated dragon!" The fiercely tufted
eyebrows, deep-set eyes and choleric cleft chin of Kipling were
instantly recognisable.
The families appear to have got on well. Carrie Kipling and Mabel
Nicholson had in common that they both were pregnant (and, it is
poignant to record, would each shortly be delivered of a son of the
right age to be killed in action in the Great War). Between sittings the
two men walked on the Downs with their young children, and in the
evenings Kipling visited the Nicholsons' lodgings and told stories. The
magnificent resultant portrait of Kipling – hands behind his back, in
profile, and seen from a low angle – was first published in the New
Review of October 1897.
Alongside the portraits, Nicholson was working simultaneously on
another commission for Heinemann, an almanac of sporting images.
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The artist took with him to Rottingdean proof-copies of some of these
woodcut prints: Kipling was much taken with them, and set himself to
pen accompanying verses. Thus emerged the delightful – and today
highly collectable – Almanac of twelve Sports (dated 1898 but
published in November 1897 to catch the Christmas trade). This book
consisted of a calendar for the year 18981 and, for each month, a
print depicting an appropriate sport, faced with a verse by Kipling,
who also contributed lines of verse as Prologue and Epilogue.
These are very minor chippings from the Kipling block, which if
anthologised would not impress, but in context are just right:
epigrammatic, sardonic, pithy. Indeed, too much so in one instance.
To accompany the plate for August ('Coaching' – an ebullient
Nicholson picture of a four-in-hand), Kipling's first draft read:
Youth on the box and Liquor in the boot,
My Lord drives out with My Lord's prostitute.
Heinemann felt that this was not quite the thing in a publication
intended to be suitable for a family audience; and Kipling replaced it
with the subtler:
The Pious Horse to church may trot.
A maid may work a man's salvation.
Four horses and a girl are not,
However, aids to reformation.
So successful was the Almanac that when, the following year,
Nicholson's next book for Heinemann (London Types) was in
preparation, Kipling was again approached with an invitation to
provide verses. He declined, and the verses were written by W.E.
Henley – a close friend of Kipling, the Editor of the New Review, the
piratical and one-legged man of letters whom R.L. Stevenson had
acknowledged as the inspiration for the character Long John Silver in
Treasure Island.
Subsequent connections between Nicholson and Kipling are merely
tangential, and may be briefly noted. In 1900 Heinemann published a
portfolio of lithographs from pen-and-wash originals by Nicholson:
Characters of Romance, depicting personalities from fiction. One of
these is a Kipling subject, 'Krishna Mulvaney' (from "The
Incarnation of Krishna Mulvaney", collected in Life's Handicap,
1891), in which our hero is shown playing on a flute, clad in "one
wondrous garment – a gigantic cloak that fell from collar-bone to

RUDYARD KIPLING IN 1897
From the famous woodcut portrait by William Nicholson.
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heel – of pale pink silk, wrought all over in cunningest needlework of
hands long since dead".
On to 1908. Nicholson was now an established and fashionable
painter, looking for a country residence in which to relax. He had
happy memories of Rottingdean; he bought the Georgian vicarage,
which happened to have been 'decommissioned' at just the right time;
he re-named it 'The Grange', and he lived there very contentedly until
1914. Kipling had long since departed for Burwash, and had no direct
connection with the building; but The Grange has been Rottingdean's
Library and Museum for many years now, and is the site of a
newly-established display commemorating Kipling.
In 1918 Nicholson lost both his son Anthony, from wounds in
France, and his wife Mabel, from illness. In 1919 he remarried, and
again lived in Rottingdean for a short period. One has a sense of an
attempt to recapture past happiness, and indeed of the wheel turning
full circle: the building he leased in 1920/21, vacant following the
death of Georgiana Burne-Jones, was North End House, where he
had sketched Kipling nearly a quarter of a century earlier.
At around this time, as Charles Carrington records in his biography
of Kipling, Nicholson's is one of many eminent names to be found in
the Visitors' Book at Bateman's. No further contact between the two
men is recorded. Nicholson received a knighthood in 1936, and died in
1949.2

EDITOR'S NOTES
1. It was evidently the second edition that was mentioned at p 26 in our issue of March
1994, as carrying a calendar for 1899.
2. The date 1944, mentioned in March 1994 as the year of Nicholson's death, was
mistaken: it was another Sir William Nicholson who died in 1944.

WILLIAM NICHOLSON IN ABOUT 1896
From a drawing by his brother-in-law and fellow-artist James Pryde (1869-1941).
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HENRY JAMES AND
THE PASSAGE'S END
by CHRIS BROWN

And the gates of Hell are opened and riven,
And the dust flies up in the face of Heaven . . .
And the soul of man is turned from his meat,
Turned from the trifles for which he has striven

[Professor Chris Brown is with the Department of English at the University of South
Carolina, in Columbia. Among many subjects to which he has given close attention are
the works of Henry James (1843-1916); and in the article below he draws some persuasive
parallels between a late ghost story by James, "The Jolly Corner" (1908), and a powerful
early story by Kipling, "At the End of the Passage" (1890), which was collected in 1891
in Life's Handicap — where it is headed by twelve lines of apocalyptic verse, of which
a four-line sample is given above.
"At the End of the Passage" is a haunting story of loneliness, overwork and
anguished stress, set in a remote area of India in very hot weather. Its dénouement is the
inexplicable death, in circumstances of horror, of Hummil, a British railwayconstruction engineer. Hummil has been repeatedly the victim of some nightmarish
visitation which, as he earlier confided to his doctor friend Spurstow, "has made every
night hell to me; and yet I'm not conscious of having done anything wrong". When
Spurstow eventually finds Hummil's corpse, in bed under a still-swinging punkah, he is
shocked by the dead man's "staring eyes", in which "was written terror beyond the
expression of any pen".
Though Life's Handicap was the standard and official collation for it, "At the End
of the Passage" was also included in an authorised volume of eleven of Kipling's short
stories, entitled Mine Own People, published in the United States in 1891, with a critical
introduction by Henry James. It was a fine introduction, which deserves to be better
known by students both of James and of Kipling. In it James paid tribute to Kipling's
"prodigious facility, which is only less remarkable than his stiff selection"; and to "the
surprises of his skill and the fioriture of his form, which are so oddly independent of any
distinctively literary note in him, any bookish association"; Kipling, still only twentyfive, struck him as ' 'a strangely clever youth who has stolen the formidable mask of
maturity".
As for "At the End of the Passage", James admitted to a "relish" for more tales of
that type, while conceding "that they might not represent Mr. Kipling at his best". In
Professor Brown's carefully argued judgment, James long afterwards embodied some
key aspects of that story in one of his own. – Ed.]
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In his preface to Mine Own People (1891), Henry James twice
commends Rudyard Kipling's "At the End of the Passage" – saying
he wishes for more stories of that ilk; and calling it ' 'a perfect little
piece of hard representation".1 His general view of Kipling's abilities
would decline; in 1893 he was privately of the opinion that Kipling
had "charged himself with all he could take of India when he was very
young, and gave it out with great effect; but I doubt if he has anything
more of anything to give . . ." 2 James adds, however, that "what he
did – in two or three years, remains wonderful."
James must have retained this last valuation, because many years
later, the evidence strongly suggests, he employed ' 'At the End of the
Passage" in one of his most important ghostly narratives, "The Jolly
Corner" (1908).3 It casts Spencer Brydon in the role of the tormented
Hummil; with Alice Staverton as the concerned Dr Spurstow; and the
doppelgänger appearing, mutatis mutandis, as himself.
The most direct sign of James's borrowing involves Kipling's rich
title, which bespeaks the end of Hummil's passage to India and
through life; and which also evokes that region of childhood dread,
the end of the corridor, the place of entrapment and fearful revelation.
This is the "place" that Hummil visits in his dreams, and where he
fears to be caught.
James echoes the title when, after Brydon's long night of pursuing
and confronting his alter ego, he awakes from his faint in Alice's arms:
"he had been miraculously carried back – lifted and carefully borne
as from where he had been picked up, the uttermost end of an
interminable grey passage." 4 Here the passage is the duration of
Brydon's ordeal, but also a location: Brydon's empty New York
mansion has many passages (the word appears eight times), and the
tale's meetings occur at the ends of two of them.
Brydon corners his double in the upper storeys where three
consecutive rooms give upon a fourth, the sole door of which, now
closed, having "been on his previous passage indubitably open".
Standing before it, convinced that his doppelgänger has been goaded
to angry resolve, Brydon learns the virtue of "Discretion", and heads
for the stairs. He thinks he has escaped, but from the last flight of the
grand staircase he sees the vestibule doors flung open and, at the front
door, a man "of his own substance and stature", marking the end of
the passage and the climax of the adventure.
What similarity does this apparition bear to Kipling's? The
question is complicated by the existence of two spectres in "At the End
of the Passage' '. One lurks down the corridors of sleep, and is never
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depicted directly (although apparently Spurstow is able to photograph
its image in the dead Hummil's eyes): Hummil had described it to
Spurstow as a ' 'blind face that cries and can't wipe its eyes, a blind
face that chases him down corridors!" The other had appeared briefly
after Spurstow's departure –
Hummil turned on his heel to face the echoing desolation of
his bungalow, and the first thing he saw standing in the verandah
was the figure of himself. He had met a similar apparition once
before, when he was suffering from overwork and the strain of
the hot weather.
"This is bad, – already," he said, rubbing his eyes. "If the
thing slides away from me all in one piece, like a ghost, I shall
know it is only my eyes and stomach that are out of order. If it
walks — my head is going."
He walked to the figure, which naturally kept at an unvarying
distance from him, as is the use of all spectres that are born of
overwork. It slid through the house and dissolved into swimming
specks within the eyeball as soon as it reached the burning light
of the garden. Hummil went about his business till even. When
he came in to dinner he found himself sitting at the table. The
vision rose and walked out hastily.5
Superficially, the blind face and the doppelgänger are unrelated,
save as separate manifestations of Hummil's extremity; Philip Mason
complains that the latter is "thrown in" as an extra and "unconnected
with [Kipling's] main story". 6 Instead, I would argue that the face,
the product of dream, is a more essential and symbolic rendering of
the shadowy likeness: the blind face that weeps and cannot wipe away
its tears is Hummil's, a self-reflective epiphany that he cannot tolerate
and that frightens him to death.
Jevins's suicide could be said to foreshadow this; but much more
central is the counterparting of the face with Hummil's experience and
with Indian existence generally. As the face haunts mental corridors,
so India in summer becomes a "house of torment" – the landscape
seems to suffer the heat-apoplexy against which Spurstow warns
Hummil. The face is in the "Dark Places", according to the native
servant Chuma; and Hummil's bungalow is repeatedly darkened –
with the "brown purple haze of heat", with the "choking darkness"
of a dust storm, and with the fall of night. The visage "down there"
has "made every night hell to me", Hummil says; he tells his chums
that they are all "seven fathom deep in Hell"; and in the story's last
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lines Spurstow asserts that " 'there must be Hell' ", because he has
seen the evidence.
Yet to the reader, though not to the characters, the face is hardly
demonic. It is rather the pathetic image of impotent suffering,
impotent twice over in its blindness and its inability to wipe its eyes;
and these also find parallels in the "echoing desolation" of the waking
world. The Indian prince, "old Timbersides", is described weeping;
and there is lots of eye trouble. Mottram vainly washes his eyes to
prevent ophthalmia. Jevins rubs his eyes as if defective; a gesture that
Hummil repeats when he sees himself. Hummil proclaims that he
"can't see things correctly now"; and Spurstow "looked into the
pupils of [Hummil's] eyes and passed his hands before them once or
twice' '.
The face, then, epitomises the effects of Indian life, especially as felt
by the working sahibs of Anglo-India. It is of psychological, not
infernal, meaning.
The "Jolly Corner" spook is likewise reflective, partly of the
unrealised, partly of the actual. Returning to America after his long
expatriation, Brydon is fascinated with the issue of what he would
have become had he remained in New York: it is this alternate self that
he seeks in the passages of his natal home.
At the climax, he confronts a successful but battered businessman
in evening dress, missing two fingers, and with "grizzled bent head" 7
and "ruined sight", "one of these types who have been hammered so
hard and made so keen by their conditions". Brydon is horrified; to
him the man is "blatant, vulgar," albeit showing "the roused passion
of a life larger than his own' '.
Yet their relation is not only theoretic, for city dealings have
adduced symptoms of managerial acumen in the real Brydon,
overseeing the conversion of his other New York property to
apartments. He is startled to find "this lively stir, in a compartment of
his mind never yet penetrated, of a capacity for business and a sense
for construction"; and startled not to find himself "in the least
'minding' that the whole proposition, as they said, was vulgar and
sordid". Thus, as with Hummil's, Brydon's emanation is the self as
framed by the environment.
To this major similarity some secondary ones attach. Both
protagonists find their reflections inadmissible and therefore alien;
they are the repressed creatures of the subconscious. Thus Hummil's
blind face is the product of dream state, and inhabits "a place down
there". James's storeyed mansion figures as levels of the self.8 Brydon
fronts his doppelgänger not in the upper reaches, where it is elusive
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and unseen, but on the ground floor, likened to a "deep well", a
"watery under-world", and "the bottom of the sea". Apprehended by
the (strained) consciousness, Hummil's mirror-image is also fugitive,
backing away and departing in haste.
Both authors also associate their revelations with childhood.
Hummil clings to Spurstow "like a frightened child", and wears "the
expression of his lost innocence. He had slept back into terrified
childhood." The description works with the title to evoke the reader's
experience; and it conveys the powerful nature of Hummil's vision.
As Sandra Kemp has remarked, these passages imply "an anarchic
subjective realm where the self is no longer shielded from terror by
adult frames of identity". 9 James follows Kipling as Brydon returns
to his birthplace, brings children's games to mind as he stalks, and
collapses when his double approaches "quite as one of those
expanding fantastic images projected by the magic lantern of
childhood". 10 It is from a child's perspective that Brydon Mark 2 is a
figure of terror: though grotesquely worn, he is no more demonic than
Hummil's face, and considerably more complete.
There is thus something childish as well as child-like about the
reactions of Hummil and Brydon.11 Neither perceives the pitiable
aspect of his vision. Hummil stays fixed in the horror of a child seeing
the results of life: wrapped in his bed-linen, he makes a "swaddled
shape". Kipling's implicit point is that Indian experience is so awful
that no child contemplating it would survive, that only the dulled
sensibility of adulthood can bear it. Spurstow's paternal impulse
(" 'All right, my son.' ") 1 2 fails because, as in Joseph Conrad's Heart
of Darkness, there can be no effective initiation to this environment.
As its Jungian explications attest, "The Jolly Corner" is more
thoroughly psychological and more optimistic in proffering the hope
of Brydon's integration with his potential – an entente fostered by a
maternal Alice in the story's last section.
Ultimately, Kipling employs the occult for social purposes, to drive
home the sacrifice that the Empire demands; while James borrows
Kipling's devices for psychological ends.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following: –
Mr Robin Brown (London); Mr R.J. Clibborn-Dyer, Q.P.M., C.P.M. (Hong Kong); Mr
Anthony C H . Dale (Victoria, Australia); Mr R.R. Feilden (East Sussex); Mr D.G. Guild
(London); Mr A.N. Hollis, O.B.E., D.F.C. (Kent); Miss N.E. Kay (Buckinghamshire);
Miss Barbara Luke, O.B.E. (London); Mr C.W. Raper (London).

LIBRARIAN'S CHANGE OF ADDRESS
This notification is for the benefit of those who wish to consult Mrs Trixie Schreiber, the
Society's Honorary Librarian, about the resources of the Library. She has moved from
the Ewell address that was previously notified, to 30 Allendale Close, Camberwell,
London SE5 8SG (tel. 071-708 0647).
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BOOK REVIEW
by PHILIP MASON

KIPLING THE POET by Peter Keating (Secker &
Warburg, 1994); ISBN 0 436 23249 9; xvii + 270 pp;
13 illustrations; notes; hardback, £25.
[Note by Editor. I mentioned Peter Keating's important new book, in some detail, in the
Editorial of our last (March 1994) issue, and there stated that I hoped to publish in our
June issue a formal review of it by one of our Vice-Presidents, Philip Mason.
Here it is; and I am glad to record our appreciation both to its author and to the
Editor of the Tablet for leave to reprint it, because it was first published in the Tablet on
26 March 1994 under the heading, "The varied voices of a modern psalmist". Philip
Mason, sending me his typescript, headed it "Two voices are there . . ."]

Here is a book with a double thesis. The writer wastes no time on
those who, like Max Beerbohm, feel so strongly the aggressiveness and
blatancy that Kipling can sometimes display that they see no good in
him at all. He takes for granted his craftmanship, his command of
words, his status as a writer. But he argues forcibly first, that the
poetry has been undervalued in comparison with the prose; and
second, that Kipling consciously adopted verse as his main medium
for preaching his political and moral messages.
There is a corollary to the second thesis: there are 'public poems'
and also 'private poems'. It is to the public poems – those sent to The
Times on Irish Home Rule or the German danger – that the teaching
or preaching thesis applies; and it is in these that Peter Keating is
chiefly interested.
With the first thesis I have no quarrel. The verse (as Kipling himself
called it) has been seriously underrated. The bouncy jingling rhymes,
the long swinging Swinburnian rhythms, have repelled highbrow
critics, the 'aesthetes' whom Kipling himself alienated by his refusal to
join their ranks. He classed them with politicians – the lowest of the
low – and they scornfully repudiated him. But I do not think Peter
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Keating has put enough stress on the appeal of Kipling's rhythms to
the subconscious; they ensnared me at the age of twelve when I had
little comprehension of their meaning; and they have ensnared
millions of others. And it is surely one purpose of poetry to ensnare.
As to the second thesis, I am much less confident. I doubt whether
Kipling's decisions in artistic matters were so conscious and so
cerebral. Further, some of the prose stories – notably "The Army of
a Dream' ' [ Traffics and Discoveries] – fall squarely in the class of
preaching. But the distinction between 'public' and 'private' poems is
altogether on the mark; and for my part it is the 'private' poems, those
concerned with personal inner life, not the political prophecies, that
move me.
Kipling the Poet is organised as a sketchy biography, relating the
poems, and particularly the 'public' poems, to the main events of the
life. Peter Keating is more sympathetic to the 'public' Kipling than any
biographer I have read since Charles Carrington. He makes me see
that I have myself underestimated the volume and importance of
Kipling's public utterances and public commitments between the
Armistice in 1918 and his death in 1936.
All the same, I still think that the feverish activity of the South
African War period was, in part at least, an attempt to escape from
thoughts of his daughter's death in 1899 – "the daughter that was all
to him". After his son was killed in France in 1915, the public figure –
I believe, but Keating would not agree – was a dead man going
through the motions of life, like the ghastly crew of "The Ancient
Mariner". But the 'private' verse of that period was very different: it
was experimental and adventurous. In the later years, Kipling raised to
great heights the device of accompanying a story by a poem, or two
poems, of relevance to the theme of the story – a point that Keating
mentions but does not stress.
The outstanding question about Kipling to my mind – and here
unasked – is how a man who could publish in his last years so trivial
a story as, for instance, "The Tie" [Limits and Renewals] could also
rise to such heights. "The Tie" I can only call silly and vulgar.
Contrast it with, let us say, "The Wish House" [Debits and Credits],
and the poem that goes with it, "Late Came the God".
The central figure of "The Wish House" is an uneducated Sussex
woman, a cook in a middle-class household, a woman of what was
then called easy virtue, who had had lovers but had mastered them all
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till she met one who was her master. He deserted her – but when she
learnt that he had blood-poisoning, perhaps cancer, she took it upon
herself to bear his suffering.
The supernatural machinery by which this was achieved does not
much matter; the essence of the story is the nobility of vicarious
suffering for the sake of love, the message of Isaiah 53 and of St
John's Gospel. This is repeated in the accompanying poem, "Late
Came the God", as dense and driven a poem as anything in Donne or
Hopkins – and better crafted. It ends:
These things she did in Love's honour . . .
What is a God beside Woman? Dust and derision!
The god of this poem should be written with a small 'g'. He is the
pagan god who punishes hubris, the excessive pride shown in
treatment of previous lovers.
Take again that very complex, reverent and tolerant joke, the story
called "On the Gate: a Tale of '16" [Debits and Credits] – about a
departmental St Peter searching the files for excuses to let people into
Heaven – and the poem that goes with it, "The Supports". Here are
two lines from the poem:
He Who used the clay that clings on our boots to make us,
Shall not suffer earthly things to remove or shake us.
Kipling was a religious man by nature, but he struck a bad form of
pseudo-religion as a child, and rejected orthodox formulations. In my
view, he never fully reconciled his inner self with his shiny outer
carapace. Reading him is like reading the Psalms: one minute the
writer is grizzling spitefully about his enemies, and the next we are into
a glorious meditation on the splendour of the starry heavens and the
littleness of man.
I am glad to have read this book. Peter Keating has many useful
things to say, and valuable insights into those aspects of Kipling's
Protean personality in which he is most interested. But for me these
are truly less poetic than the personal.
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A TELEVISION REVIEW
by TRIXIE SCHREIBER

[On 8 March 1994 Fulmar TV Ltd presented a programme entitled J'adore Rudyard
Kipling on Britain's Channel 4, as an item in the series "Without Walls". The central
speaker was Craig Raine, who has a high reputation as a poet and as an editor (he was
for ten years Poetry Editor for Faber & Faber, and in 1987 produced A Choice of
Kipling's Prose, as a counterpart to T.S. Eliot's famous Choice of Kipling's Verse).
Raine, an Oxford graduate in English, and a Fellow of New College, has many years
experience of lecturing. He was an excellent choice as the presenter of a serious TV
programme on Kipling.
Mrs Trixie Schreiber, Librarian of the Kipling Society, was usefully consulted by the
production team, and not only saw the original presentation but has watched it since on
video. I asked her to review it, and she has kindly done so below. — Ed.]

How refreshing to see an informed and spirited defence of
Rudyard Kipling by a contemporary writer of such high standing as
Craig Raine. Fulmar TV are to be congratulated on producing a
thought-provoking, visually attractive and entertaining programme.
Craig Raine was the central figure in a kaleidoscope of archive film,
a great variety of photographs and illustrations, interviews and
readings cleverly juxtaposed.
In the opening discussion, Craig Raine emphasised the great esteem
in which Kipling was once held. So well known and popular was he,
both at home and abroad, that for example when he fell ill in New
York in 1899 even the Kaiser asked after him. The later decline of his
reputation Craig Raine attributed to such as Max Beerbohm who
published mocking and scathing criticism over a long period, reducing
Kipling, in some circles, to a joke figure.
It was remarked that Kipling is not 'politically correct': his works
are not included in the National Curriculum of education; nor, for
instance, are they represented on the shelves of the Cambridge Public
Library.
Hermione Lee appeared as 'devil's advocate' – her anti-Kipling
judgments firmly opposed by Craig Raine; while Richard Hoggart,
Ian McEwan, Tom Paulin and William Boyd provided a kind of
counterpoint to the discussions.
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Was Kipling a racist, it was asked? Not if one understands the poem
"We and They", which was sensitively read by Kenneth Cranham.
And some of what has been considered questionable text should be
regarded as accurate reporting of the speech of authentic characters in
their time. Soldiers' talk was a case in point, and the poem "Loot"
was read aloud here.
Kipling was no snob: he had time for ordinary people, and
empathised with them. "Tommy Atkins", nicely read, was used as an
illustration. George Orwell, among others, had accused Kipling of
being "aesthetically disgusting"; but Craig Raine concurred with
Joseph Conrad, that Art has nothing to do with 'good taste'. Like all
great writers, Kipling had given level accounts of events – as seen
with a good eye.
"Mary Postgate" [A Diversity of Creatures] was presented as a test
case: if you understood that story you understood Kipling.
Anita Dobson read some extracts, beautifully. It was suggested that
Mary Postgate's response to the airman's death was mixed: that the
sounds made by someone dying – which had previously been an
agony for her – were here a pleasure: and that the pain and pleasure
became mingled, revealing unspeakable feelings. In the original story,
with its postscript 'How does your garden grow?', Kipling indicated
the 'contrary' nature of Mary Postgate's psyche: the coexistence of
opposing emotions is central to Kipling's work.
"Mary Pity Women" was dramatically read, underlining for Craig
Raine the simultaneous existence of contradictory feelings of hatred
and love. With its virtuoso rhyming scheme, and its invigorating use of
the vernacular, it was described as a great poem.
Kipling was described as the greatest short story writer, greater than
Chekhov or de Maupassant; and as a dramatic poet he followed in the
steps of Browning. He was someone whose work appealed to all ages
– beginning with The Jungle Book, and going on through Stalky &
Co., and much else, to the later involved short stories which show
simple people how complicated they are.
It was a pleasure to cooperate with the production team of Fulmar
TV, led by Tony Cash, in making the Society's Library available. To
see how skilfully the material was deployed was very rewarding.
Having seen J'adore Rudyard Kipling several times, and finding
something of fresh interest each time, I hope there will be further
opportunities for the programme to be shown in public.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[I am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since more
are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective, and
reserve — unless expressly told otherwise – the usual right to shorten a
letter. In some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or enclosures, to
be summarised under "Points from Other Letters". – Ed.]

THE 'WORST SLIP'?
[Note: Dr Michael Brock's letter (March 1994, pages 33-34) on the old theme of
Kipling's so-called "worst slip" – which he suggested might be the anachronistic use
of the term "Wardour Street" in "Regulus" (Stalky & Co.) – provoked, as I had hoped,
many responses.
For instance, Mr RS. Falla of Bromley, Kent, commented that he had "always
understood that 'Wardour Street' in King's day connoted sham-antique furniture, hence
'tushery' ". Professor Thomas Pinney of Claremont, California, said the worst slip
remained "underided", as it always would be. "It is as with what Dr Johnson said about
allegory! how can it be known when it is found? Only the author can adjudicate the
question, and he is dead."
I have reproduced three other letters more fully, as follows. – Ed.]

No 1
From Mr J. Shearman, Garden Flat, 29 Buckland Crescent, London NW3 5DJ

Dear Sir,
I suggest with due diffidence that Dr Brock, in his remark that
"until the cinema came, no one would have used 'Wardour Street' in
the sense in which King is made to use it," does not go back far
enough in linguistic history.
Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable (Cassell, 1970 edition)
refers to "Wardour Street English" as the "affected use of archaic
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words and phrases . . . first applied by William Morris in-1888 to a
translation of the Odyssey, couched in language which reminded him
of the pseudo-antique furniture that in those days was sold in
Wardour Street, London. This thoroughfare in the present century has
come to be associated with the film industry."
The friendship between Lockwood Kipling, Cormell Price and
William Morris is well known. If the events of the fictional "Regulus"
were set in 1882, perhaps Morris used the phrase in conversation
before it was published; and if so I need not labour the line of descent
to the fictional Mr King.
Yours faithfully
JOHN SHEARMAN

No 2
From Dr T.N. Cross, 310 Corrie Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105, U.S.A.

Dear Sir,
Kipling's "worst slip" is surely the misuse of the word " k n o t " –
meaning a rate of speed equal to one nautical mile per hour. One
would say, then, that a boat is travelling at five knots.
Until about 1890, general usage (and people still make this mistake)
added an incorrect "per hour" to the word "knots" – e.g. "five
knots per hour". It was then pointed out that the "per hour" was
included in the word "knots": saying "five knots per hour" is really
saying "five knots per hour per hour".
Even though Kipling loved jargon, he couldn't get this straight for
more than twenty years. In his first naval story, "Judson and the
Empire" (written in 1891, collected in Many Inventions), he had "a
couple of knots an hour"; and he continued to misuse the word
through the 1890s and early 1900s. In 1904 he began making an
additional error, using " k n o t " as a unit of distance (rather than of
speed), equal to one mile. Around 1910 he finally got it straight: in
"Sea Constables" (written in 1915, collected in Debits and Credits)
and in subsequent sea stories, he used " k n o t " correctly.
Surely the "knot" error – given Kipling's hint about "the men of
the seas and the engine-room" – was his "worst slip".
Sincerely yours
THOMAS N. CROSS
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No 3
From Mr S. Wade, 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W3 7SE

Dear Sir,
Could Kipling's "worst slip" just possibly be found in "The
Disturber of Traffic" (Many Inventions)?
Here the narrator gives the impression that a Kling could easily be
confused with an Orang-Laut, a sea-gypsy. Now, The Military Forces
of the British Colonies and Protectorates (compiled in the Intelligence
Division of the War Office, 1902) refers on page 163 to "East Indians,
locally called Klings".
There are plenty of Klings round our way, all highly respectable
people. I cannot really imagine many of them "swimming up and
down the straits just for something to do; running down on one tide
and back again with the other, swimming side-stroke, and the tides
going tremenjus strong. Elseways . . . skipping about the beach along
with the tigers at low tide . . . "
Yours sincerely
SHAMUS WADE

THE LAUREATESHIP
From Sir Derek Oulton, G.C.B., QC, Magdalene College, Cambridge CB3 OAG

Dear Sir,
The evidence on the question whether Kipling was actually ever
offered appointment as Poet Laureate – as distinct from being
informally sounded – seems to be tantalisingly tenuous. Equally
opaque is the question whether the Queen vetoed his candidature
because she had taken offence at his poem, "The Widow at
Windsor".
Both issues are canvassed inconclusively by Carrington in his
Rudyard Kipling (Macmillan, 1955) at pages 259-263. The only
method which seems to offer the possibility of settling the matter
conclusively is a study of the Prime Minister's official papers for the
period, which should be available for inspection in the Public Record
Office. Is any of our members in a position to pursue this?
Yours truly
DEREK OULTON
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MORE ON OLD MAN KANGAROO
From Mrs L.A.F. Lewis, Cappaslade Cottage, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell,
Wallingford, Oxon OX10 ORQ

Dear Sir,
The Kangaroo Research Circle (I hesitate to call it a court) has
acquired another distinguished member. Our Melbourne Branch
President, Mrs Rosalind Kennedy, has sent me a copy of two stories,
"Bohra the Kangaroo" and "Bohra Hunts the Dark"; they are from
a book of Australian legends that she has had for many years, called
Australian Legendary Tales, sponsored by the Children's Book
Council and published by Angus & Robertson (Sydney and London)
in 1953. The book comprised a selection by H. Drake-Brockman from
a five-volume work by Mrs K. Langloh Parker, which had been
published in London in 1896 with an introduction by Andrew Lang.
Mrs Kennedy suggests that that book, and not The Native Tribes of
Central Australia (by Spencer and Gillen, 1896 – vide the letter on
pages 35-36 in March 1994) contained the origin of Kipling's Just So
story, "The Sing-Song of Old Man Kangaroo". For my own part, I am
now convinced that Kipling was familiar with, and drew on, both
these sources.
The Society's information network is truly a marvellous thing. No
scholar or editor of Kipling's works can afford to be without it!
Yours etc.
LISA LEWIS

[Readers of the relevant letter in our last issue will recall that Lisa Lewis is engaged in
editing Just So Stories for its forthcoming re-publication in the World's Classics edition.
She has shown me the two tales which Rosalind Kennedy has sent her; which I can well
believe Kipling had read, before writing his own marvellously expanded account of how
the Kangaroo developed his hind legs.
In particular, "Bohra the Kangaroo" is an account of how the kangaroo originally
"went on four legs like a dog", until once he decided "to dance"; to do so, he "reared
himself on his hind-legs, balancing himself with his tail, and jumped", thereby "starting
a way of moving which all kangaroos have had to follow since". All these aspects have
echoes in Kipling. – Ed.]

THE UNDEVELOPED KANGAROO
A detail from a coloured illustration by Michael C. Taylor, in The Sing-Song of Old Man
Kangaroo, issued as a separate volume by Macmillan Children's Books in 1985. Taylor's
pictures are attractive and original, though this one owes much to Kipling's own well
known drawing. Here is the kangaroo, "with four short legs . . . He was grey and he was
woolly, and his pride was inordinate: he danced on a sandbank in the middle of
Australia," and in the presence of the Big God Nqong. Unlooked-for consequences were
to flow from his injudicious performance.
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POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS

KIPLING AND GUYNEMER
From Professor Thomas Pinney, Department of English, Pomona College,
140 West Sixth Street, Claremont, California CA 91711-6335, U.S.A.
Professor Pinney has responded to Mr Entract's enquiry (March 1994,
pages 49-50) concerning Kipling's prefatory letter in Henry
Bordeaux's book about Georges Guynemer (1894-1917), the bestknown French air ace of the First World War. He has supplied the text,
which, headed 'Bateman's, Burwash, Sussex,' and dated '4th May,
1918', reads as follows:

Mr Dear Commandant,
It is a wonderful book that you have sent me, a sign and
portent of the new age upon which our world is entering.
Guynemer will always be one of the legendary heroes of the
air, patron saint, perhaps, in the years to come of the young
cavalry of the clouds.
But what has interested and delighted me specially has been
the exposition of his marvellous technique of attack and the
revelations that his letters furnish of his imperturbable and gay
spirit, which is also the very spirit of his own land. I wish the
book could be translated for us in England.
With very many thanks for your kindness in sending it to me,
Believe me,
Sincerely yours,
Rudyard Kipling.

[It would be interesting to compare Kipling's letter with the parallel one written by
Theodore Roosevelt for the U.S. edition of the book. – Ed.]

A Nieuport 11 fighter aircraft, one of the types flown by Guynemer (opposite). Its armament was one Lewis gun; its
top speed was 97 m.p.h. [From an illustration in Fighter by Bryan Cooper & John Batchelor (Macdonald, 1973).]
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RUGGER AT THE COLL.
From Dr J.D. Lewins, Magdalene College, Cambridge CB3 OAG

Dr Lewins writes to invite clarification of a passage in "A Little Prep."
(Stalky & Co.). The Head, it will be remembered, had withdrawn four
members of the First Fifteen from further football, owing to their
need for extra tuition (Flint in geometry; Perowne in mechanical
drawing; Dawson in Latin; Venner in German) for the Sandhurst entry
examinations.
Flint, as Head of the Games, with a key match impending, reacted
with: "Let's promote all the Second Fifteen and make Big Side play
up." Given that there were only four gaps, Dr Lewins wonders what
this means.

"THE LOST BOWER"
From Mr C.J. Driver, The Master, Wellington College, Crowthorne, Berks RG11 7PU

Mr Driver supplied the answer to the question asked by Mr Hugh
Brogan at pages 34-35 of our March 1994 issue: the question had
been, what was the source of the four lines of poetry sung by the blind
woman in " 'They' " [Traffics and Discoveries]? The answer is, a
poem called "The Lost Bower", by Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Actually, this much can be deduced without straying from the pages
of Kipling: he used those same four lines elsewhere, as the preliminary
epigraph to "The Education of Otis Yeere". When that story appeared
in Under the Deodars (1888) attribution to "The Lost Bower" was
given; when it was collected in Wee Willie Winkie (English edition,
1890) the attribution was to "E.B. Browning".
Mr Driver sent me a copy of the entire poem of 74 verses – the
lines quoted by Kipling are from verse 1 – and remarked that
Kipling's 'narrator' in " 'They' " was "quite right about 'the marring
fifth line' " (which the blind woman had not sung). The whole
five-line verse was as follows:
In the pleasant orchard-closes,
'God bless all our gains,' say we,
But 'May God bless all our losses'
Better suits with our degree.
Listen, gentle — ay, and simple! Listen, children on the knee!
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STALKY'S SISTER
From Mr M.J. Moynihan, C.M.G., M.C, 5 The Green, Wimbledon Common,
London SW19 5AZ

Mr Moynihan has sent us the 1994 Newsletter of the Friends of
Holywell Cemetery, Oxford. It contains one Kipling-related item: a
note headed "The Armitage Family", which is a compressed
summary of a fuller, unpublished article by Lt-Colonel J.H.
Harvey-Kelly, great-nephew of the late Mrs May Armitage.
The link with Holywell Cemetery is that May Armitage and her
husband, Frederick Lionel Armitage, are buried there. The link with
Kipling is that May Armitage, née Dunsterville, was sister to 'Stalky'.
Moreover, according to the note in the Newsletter, she was regarded by
her brother and Kipling, during their schooldays at Westward Ho!, as
a helpful and sympathetic friend, who in their various "ups and
downs. . . did what she could to make life more pleasant" for them;
whereupon "in gratitude for her interest Kipling gave her a sonnet
which he composed, wrote out and illustrated".
Kipling's juvenile oeuvre included several sonnets; but I do not
think this one has been identified.
Colonel Harvey-Kelly remembered his great-aunt as formidable.
When he visited her in 1945, on his first home leave since before the
war, she greeted him with an admonition to go into the garden if he
wanted to smoke; also instructing him to "go down on your knees . . .
to thank God for sparing you."

AN ENQUIRY
From Mr D.G. Guild, Ward 9, Royal Hospital, Chelsea, London SW3 4SR

Mr Guild wrote to ask for information about the Kipling Society. (I
am delighted to say he has since joined it; and members who attended
the Annual Luncheon in May saw him there, a striking figure in
Chelsea Pensioner uniform.)
In his letter he wrote that though neither a scholar nor a literary
critic, "I am a great fan of Kipling, and am familiar with his [Indian]
world: I served in India from 1928 to 1934, with the Royal Lancashire
Fusiliers. I can readily understand and empathise with his poetry,
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since so much of it strikes a vein common to the service-man, the
barrack-room and the Raj.' '
He continued: "Shaw once wrote that youth is wasted on the
young. How very true. I am now 84, and as I grow older the visionary
truths of Kipling grow clearer. He was able to see Man for what he
truly is – a wretched little beast sometimes capable of noble
sentiment, but more often than not preoccupied with his petty
world . . . "

A BOUQUET
From Mrs Sheila Huftel, 70a Whitehall Court, London SW1A 2EL

Mrs Huftel, not a member, had read the latest copy of the Kipling
Journal, and very kindly wrote to say she had enjoyed it very much –
"an altogether delightful magazine; I think the best literary magazine
I've seen in years."
The Editor appreciated this compliment, which he hastens to share
with his contributors, and readers – since the quality of any
periodical ultimately depends on them.

KIPLING PARODYING PERCY FRENCH
From various readers

In our last issue (March 1994, pages 47-49) we re-published Kipling's
"Sons of the Suburbs" (1916). Several readers have written to point
out that that jaunty piece of versification clearly owed much to a very
popular song, "Abdulla Bulbul Ameer", written and composed by a
noted humorist, artist and poet, Percy French (1854-1920). Kipling's
opening lines,
The sons of the suburbs were carefully bred
And quite unaccustomed to strife,
were an obvious parody of French, as were two later lines,
Being also intent upon culture, they went
For the voters of Wanstead and Ham,
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while general similarities of rhythm and internal rhyme spoke for
themselves.
Commander Alastair Wilson, of Chichester, West Sussex, was sure
that the intended readership of Kipling's poem would have recognised
and enjoyed the element of parody: French's song was particularly
popular with the Royal Flying Corps. He added that the 'chorus' to
Kiplng's verse 2 –
But reading the name on a tin of the same
Won't give you the taste of the jam –
would have been a reference to Tickler's notorious Plum & Apple, the
standard jam included in British Army rations, a jam of which it was
cynically said by its consumers in the trenches that any coincidence
between name and taste was purely accidental.
Mr Paul Beale, of Loughborough, Leicestershire, correctly dated
French's ballad to the Russo-Turkish War of 1877; commented that it
was for many years a popular favourite, of which Kipling and his
intended readers would have been very aware; adding that it was much
parodied, often in vulgar terms. He enclosed a version – not at all
vulgar, but differing markedly in several places from French's original
text. He had found it in a 1952 paperback volume of American
Ballads: naughty, ribald and classic; had also found it listed in the
BBC's 1966 Catalogue of Song Titles as " 'Abdul the Bulbul Ameer':
American song, ed. Sandberg."
In fact, in origin it was not American at all, but British, or more
specifically Anglo-Irish. This is made clear by Sir Derek Oulton, of
Magdalene College, Cambridge, who sent me excerpts from a book by
James N. Healy, Percy French and his Songs (Mercier Press, Cork; in
association with Herbert Jenkins, London, 1966).
Summarising Healy's account, Sir Derek noted: "Percy French
originally wrote and privately published his ballad in 1877, and it
ultimately became immensely successful. Unhappily, however, at an
early stage French sold the rights for a £5 note, and was ignorant of
the necessity of registering his copyright. The song was exploited by an
unscrupulous London publisher, who produced a somewhat altered
version which contained no reference to the writer's name. After
French died, the American singer Frank Crumit produced a version of
the song, on an old HMV 78 r.p.m. record (No B 3208), a copy of
which I possess."
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The original words, as written by French in 1877 at the age of
twenty-three, were as follows.

ABDULLA BULBUL AMEER

Oh, the sons of the Prophet are hardy and grim
And quite unaccustomed to fear,
But none were so reckless of life or of limb
As Abdulla Bulbul Ameer.
When they wanted a man to encourage the van
Or to harass the foe in the rear
Or to take a redoubt, they would always send out
For Abdulla Bulbul Ameer.
There are heroes in plenty, and well known to fame,
In the ranks that were led by the Czar,
But the bravest of all was a man by the name
Of Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
He could imitate Toole, play Euchre and Pool,
And perform on the Spanish guitar;
In fact quite the cream of the Muscovite team
Was Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
One morning the Russian had shouldered his gun
And assumed his most truculent sneer,
And was walking down town when he happened to run
Into Abdulla Bulbul Ameer.
"Young man," says Bulbul, "can your life be so dull
That you're anxious to end your career?
For, infidel, know — you have trod on the toe
Of Abdulla Bulbul Ameer."
"Take your ultimate look upon sunshine and brook,
Make your latest remarks on the war;
Which I mean to imply that you're going to die,
Mr Count Cask-o'-whisky Cigar."
Said the Russian, "My friend, my remarks in the end
Would avail you but little, I fear,
For you'll never survive to repeat them alive,
Mr Abdulla Bulbul Ameer."
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Then the bold Mameluke drew his trusty chibouque
And shouted "Il Allah Akbar!"
And being intent upon slaughter, he went
For Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
But just as his knife had abstracted his life
(In fact he was shouting "Huzza!")
He felt himself struck by that subtle Calmuck,
Count Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
The Consul drove up in his red-crested fly
To give the survivor a cheer;
He arrived just in time to exchange a goodbye
With Abdulla Bulbul Ameer.
And Skobeleff, Gourko and Gorschekoff too
Drove up in the Emperor's car;
But all they could do was cry "Och-whilliloo!"
With Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
There's a grave where the waves of the Blue Danube roll,
And on it in characters clear
Is: "Stranger, remember to pray for the soul
Of Abdulla Bulbul Ameer.' '
A Muscovite maiden her vigil doth keep
By the light of the true lover's star;
And the name that she murmurs so sadly in sleep
Is Ivan Potschjinski Skidar.
[From Healy it appears that the name Skidar was to be "pronounced like a sneeze"; and
that Toole was the celebrated comic actor John Lawrence Toole (1830-1906); in a later
version the name "Irving" was substituted. A chibouque was a long pipe smoked by
Turks. The Calmucks or Kalmucks were strictly a nomadic people of Mongolian origin,
found in south-eastern Russia. — Ed. ]

TURK CONFRONTS RUSSIAN
From a sketch by James N. Healy in Percy French and his Songs.

ENGELBERG IN 1880, from a postcard (see opposite).
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ENGELBERG
From Mr P.H.T. Lewis, O.B.E., Cappaslade Cottage, Brightwell-cum-Sotwell,
Wallingford, Oxon OX10 ORQ

Peter Lewis (the Society's Treasurer) sent me a picture-postcard from
Engelberg in Switzerland. The picture was a pleasant (albeit
'primitive' or 'naive') view of "Engelberg um 1880" – a sparse
collection of buildings, with what appear to be goats in the left
foreground, and some striking mountains behind.
His message read: "The Kiplings & Baldwins spent six winter
holidays (1909-14) in the Grand Hotel (extreme right of picture). I
thought there might be surviving photographs or letters, but alas, the
hotel was destroyed by fire 25 years ago, thus clearing the site for a
purple glass-and-plastic monstrosity."
I would have liked to photograph the picture for the Journal, but
there were two obstacles. The coloured half-tones were too soft for
distinct reproduction in black-and-white; more seriously, the
mountain background had been heavily obscured by aberrant
postmarking on the wrong side of the card. So I had recourse to the
Society's artist, Peter Merry – a member of our Council, and the
author of "Rudyard Kipling and William Nicholson" in this issue.
From the postcard, he kindly executed the sketch, opposite.

INITIATION OF CANADIAN ENGINEERS
From Mr D.M. Fox, The National Trust's Administrator, Bateman's, Burwash,
Etchingham, East Sussex TN19 7DS

Mr David Fox responded to Dr Lewins's enquiry (March 1994, page
34) about the form of ceremonial 'initiation' devised by Kipling and
undertaken by generations of engineers on qualification in Canada;
and was able to supply a photocopy of the ritual formula in question,
from an original on view at Bateman's.
The text – in the form of an elaborately stylised certificate – reads
as follows:

THE RITUAL OF
THE CALLING OF AN ENGINEER
Obligation
[see overleaf]
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I,
in the presence of these my betters and my equals in my Calling,
bind myself upon my Honour and Cold Iron, that, to the best of
my knowledge and power, I will not henceforward suffer or pass,
or be privy to the passing of, Bad Workmanship or Faulty
Material in aught that concerns my works before men as an
Engineer, or in my dealings with my own Soul before my Maker.
MY TIME I will not refuse; MY THOUGHT I will not grudge; MY
CARE I will not deny towards the honour, use, stability and

perfection of any works to which I may be called to set my hand.
MY FAIR WAGES for that work I will openly take. MY REPUTATION
in my Calling I will honourably guard; but I will in no way go
about to compass or wrest judgment or gratification from any
one with whom I may deal. And further, I will early and warily
strive my uttermost against professional jealousy or the belittling
of my working-brothers, in any field of their labour.
For my assured failures and derelictions, I ask pardon beforehand
of my betters and my equals in my Calling here assembled;
praying that in the hour of my temptations, weakness and
weariness, the memory of this my Obligation and of the company
before whom it was entered into, may return to me to aid,
comfort and restrain.
Upon Honour and Cold Iron, God helping me, by these things I
purpose to abide.
Obligated Engineer
Camp No.
Dated

No.
Camp Secretary

[Professor Pinney has drawn my attention to pages 2603-4 in volume 5 of The Readers'
Guide, which gives rather fuller particulars of this ritual, and which suggests 1922 as the
likely year when Kipling drafted it. — Ed.]

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Journal, house magazine of the Kipling Society, is sent
quarterly to all members. Its contributions to learning since 1927 have
earned it a high reputation. It has published many important items by
Kipling not readily found elsewhere, and a vast quantity of valuable
historical, literary and bibliographical commentary, in various shapes,
by authorities in their field. In the academic study of Kipling, no
serious scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data, soon to be
re-indexed. Over two hundred libraries and English Faculties, in a
dozen countries, receive it as corporate members of the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, it is not an austerely
academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to inform. This is
both necessary and easy. Necessary because our membership is as
representative of the ordinary reader as of the university researcher.
Easy because there exists an inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing
material – thanks to the great volume and variety of Kipling's
writings; the scope of his travels, acquaintance and correspondence;
the diversity of his interests and influence; the scale of the events he
witnessed; the exceptional fame he attracted in his lifetime; and the
international attention he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members
alike, articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The
range of potential interest is wide, from erudite correspondence and
scholarly criticism to such miscellanea as justify attention, e.g. reports
of new books or films; press cuttings; sales catalogues; unfamiliar
photographs; fresh light on people or places that Kipling wrote about;
and of course unpublished letters by Kipling himself, particularly ones
of any biographical or bibliographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial: the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the space
available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000 words,
often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard to
accommodate quickly. Even short pieces often have to wait. Naturally,
as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid; their reward
is the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Journal,
and holds an attractive stock of back numbers for sale. However, items
submitted for publication should be addressed to The Editor, Kipling
Journal, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE
The Kipling Society exists for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When founded
in 1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met with
vehement and predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it
quickly gained, and thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It
remains today one of the most active and enduring of the many
literary and historical societies in Britain. Moreover, being the only
one in the world that focuses specifically on Kipling and his place in
English literature, it also attracts members from many other countries,
who all receive the quarterly Kipling Journal (subject of a descriptive
note on the previous page).
As an essentially non-profit-making literary organisation, run on a
voluntary basis to provide a service to the public as well as to its
members, the Kipling Society is a Registered Charity in Britain. Its
overall activities are controlled by its Council, though routine
management is in the hands of the Secretary and the other honorary
officials. However, its large membership in North America is mainly
co-ordinated from Rockford College, Illinois, and there is also an
active branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult, and which is located in City
University, London; second, answering enquiries from the public (e.g.
schools, publishers, writers and the media), and providing speakers on
request; third, arranging a regular programme of lectures, usually but
not exclusively in London, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
distinguished Guest Speaker; fourth, publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, phenomenally popular in his day, appeals still to a wide
range of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose and
verse style, his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his skill in
narrative. These unacademic readers, as well as professional scholars
of English literature, find much to interest them in the Society and its
Journal. New members are made welcome. Particulars of membership
are obtained by writing to the Secretary, Kipling Society, P.O. Box 68,
Haslemere, Surrey GU27 2YR, England (or, for those living in North
America, to the address at the foot of page 4).
The annual subscription rate is £20 – both for individual and
corporate members, whether in Britain or abroad. This remains the
'minimum' rate: many members very helpfully contribute more.

